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Causes of Electrical Fire

Cable/Wiring
Faults

Equipment 
Faults

Poor Design & 
Installation

O&M 
Shortfalls

External 
Factors



Cable/Wiring Faults

Damaged 
Insulation

Overload 
Wiring

Inadequate 
Sizing

Inadequate 
Protection

Animal 
Chewing 
through 
Wires

Defective 
cables/wires

Source: http://www.aaanimalcontrol.com/blog/ratchewingwire.html

Note that cable short circuit may also
be a result of fire



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnPE8dx9PoM
Dangerous electrical installations clips

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnPE8dx9PoM


Wiring connections
• Loose connection into the top of the lamp holder, or heat from 

lamp below causing deterioration of the wiring insulation, over 
a long period of time

• Accumulation of dirt or moisture on top of exposed terminals, 
eventual “tracking” between terminals, and eventual ignition –
evident from arc damage to metal connectors or screws at the 
back of the light after the fire.

• Loose connections at junction boxes in the ceiling causing high 
resistance connection which generates localized heat, burns 
through other insulation and eventual ignition.

• Over-tightened joint caused deformation and poor contact 
leading to high temperature joint.

• Accumulation of dirt or moisture inside junction box causing 
tracking between connectors & eventual ignition.



Power cords
• Damaged power cord, arcing to 

metal, high resistance fault 
evolving to short-circuit

• Extension cord – overload due 
to variable capacity depending 
on length of rolled-up cord, 
mechanical damage

• Multiple outlet power boards –
due to overloading



Damaged Cable/Wiring 
Insulations

Aging Mechanical 
Damage

Wear 
& Tear

Mechanical 
Vibration 
& Stress

Animal 
Chewing 
through 
Wires

Cables over 
hot object or 

piping

Examples: (1) No mechanical protection by conduits or a trunking for single 
insulated conductors or the armouring. (2)Steam pipes (either for heating or 
process purposes) inadequately lagged and near to cables or trunking).



Equipment Fault

Aging,
Wear &

Tear

Operation &
Maintenance

Overload Environmental 
Conditions

Poor 
Ventilation

Inadequate 
Protection

Example: faulty lighting fixture, mismatched lamp holder & bulb 



Poor Design & 
Installation

Non-
Compliance 

with 
Standards & 

Codes

Inappropriate 
Cable Sizing

Inadequate 
overload & 
short-circuit 
protection

Lack of 
Considerations 

for
Environmental 

Conditions

Poor 
workmanship

Inadequate 
measures 

against spread 
of fires

Examples: Reflector spot lamps fit in luminaires not designed to accept them, 
causing a concentration of heat either in front of or behind the lamp.

Every live conductor shall be protected by one or more 
devices for automatic interruption of the supply in the event 

of overload current and fault current. – CP5 Regulation



Fire Propagation Hazard
• The contribution of the electrical equipment 

including the cable system to the overall fire 
hazard cannot be considered separately from the 
whole building.

• Selection and erection of all wiring systems must 
be made with the fire safety and integrity in mind

• Power equipment, e.g. transformers, to be located 
in compartmented location with fire-resistant 
structure.

• The sealing of the wiring system penetrations is of 
the utmost important.



Cable penetration fire seal

IET Guidance Note 4: Protection against fire



Operation & Maintenance 
Shortfalls

Overload not 
prevented

Poor 
maintenance 

& house 
keeping at site

Inadequate 
Routine 

Inspection & 
Testing

Lack of skilled 
and trained 

electrical staff 
for O&M

Placing 
flammable 

substance too 
close to 

electrical 
equipment

Cause damage 
during general 
renovation or 
repair work

Examples:  (1) Missing joint box covers or unplugged entries may lead to vermin 
damage to cables, creating the risk of subsequent arcing or of fault caused by 
vermin contacting live conductors. (2) Cables which have been surrounded by 
thermal insulation or other materials after installation.



Damaged Light Switch –
Fatigue of spring mechanism from wear and tear



External Factors

Lightning
High voltage 

switching or fault 
transient causing 

arcing fault

Fires, smoke 
spreading from 
nearby incident

Change of 
operating 

environment

The usage of the installation may have changed, causing, for example, adverse conditions 
of dust, corrosive fumes previously not present, or flammable materials may be processed 
or stored in an area previously free of such activities.



Electrical 
Faults

Open 
circuit

High-
resistance

Poor 
connection

Arcing

Short 
circuit



Loose wiring connections
• Current flowing through the wire and generates heat given by I2R 

(increased R causes increased heating)
• This may start a fire in

– The wall at the back of a power point
– In a wiring junction  box in the ceiling
– Above light fittings
– Inside a switchboard

• Poor contact can result from thermal cycle of expansion and 
contraction.

• Building fires generally are not hot enough to cause significant damage 
to copper, brass or steel. 

• Erosion or signs of localized melting of metal terminals or connectors 
found in the area of fire origin, usually indicates that a high resistance 
point could have caused the fire.



Proper Joints and Connections
• Use of clamp-type terminals prevents deformation of conductor 

initially and helps to prevent damage to stranded wires.
• When compression joints are used, crimping tool, lug and cable must 

be compatible.
• All terminations and joints must be made within suitable enclosure.
• Infra-red thermal imaging helps to identify hotspots arising from 

improper joints
• Be cautious that

– Dirty or misaligned equipment contacts may give rise to local 
heating

– Loose or inadequate cable supports which may place mechanical 
stresses on connections causing overheating.



Mode 
of 

Ignition

Arcing

Sparks or static 
discharge in explosive 

environment

High resistance contact 
or joints, causing 

excessive ohmic heating 
without arcing

Lightning & High 
voltage Transient

Short circuit

Example: (1) Ignition of flammable materials by arcing or sparking 
of electrical equipment, including the scattering of hot particles from 
electrical equipment. (2) Paint spray & electric spark, especially in 
confined space.



Arcing

• Arcing causes emission of high temperature particles
• In circuit breakers or semi-enclosed fuses, emissions may 

be produced during fault clearance and the enclosures of 
such equipment must complied with the appropriate 
Standards.

• Cable insulation can be damaged in a fire, and if the power 
is on arcing can occur.

• Signs of arc damage on wiring does not necessarily mean 
that the fire was caused by an electrical fault.

• Human error during O&M work



Potentially explosive 
atmospheres

• If electrical equipment is 
used where a flammable 
or explosive atmosphere is 
likely to occur the 
equipment shall be so 
constructed that it is not 
liable to ignite that 
atmosphere .

• Certified equipment may 
only be used.

The fatal explosion occurred when highly 
combustible rubber dust that had been allowed 
to accumulate ignited – May 17 2002 



The cast resin insulation provides 
good fire-resisting quality and is 
classified as non-flammable.  
They are suitable for indoor 
installations.

Oil-filled transformer 
poses fire hazard in 
indoor environment

Transformer Fire

Flammable liquid



Prevention of Electrical Fires



Electrical Audit
• To be conducted by electrical PE independent of licensing LEW

– Deliverable: comprehensive report to address health, safety & fire 
hazards of electrical installations

• Verify installations are designed and erected in compliance with Singapore 
standard SS CP5 - Code of Practice for Electrical Installations
– Short circuit protection
– Earth fault protection; earthing & bonding requirements
– Arc flash protection

• Verify maintenance practice is in compliance with SS 538 – CP for 
Maintenance of electrical equipment of electrical installations
– Review of O&M SOP, schedule and records

• Verify adequacy of electrical competency of O&M team
• Review past incidents, where applicable



Electrical Audit –
Inspection & Review

• Physical inspection to identify 
electrical hazards, e.g. fire, shock, 
explosion, general site conditions 
& housekeeping

• General conditions of substations, 
switch-rooms & panels

• Conditions of cables and 
conductors & fire propagation 
hazards

• Prevention of mutual detrimental 
influence

• Cleanliness & housekeeping
• Adequate ventilation & humidity



Electrical Audit –
Electrical Measurements

• Electrical monitoring & measurements
• Assess capacity adequacy & possible overloading
• Power quality, e.g. harmonics may cause overheating of 

cables & transformers
• Earth fault loop impedance compliance with respective 

protective device
• Earth electrode resistance measurement
• Verification of lightning protection; proper earthing & 

bonding; external and internal lightning protection system 
(LPS) in compliance with SS555.



Infrared Electrical Inspection

Infrared cameras can quickly check 
electrical systems for hot spots 
caused by loose connections, 
damage, overload and other 
problems, before they cause further 
damage or losses. 



Preventing Fires from
Insulation failures

• Insulation testing and monitoring
• Partial discharge test on high voltage equipment
• Insulation failures are not likely to cause fire if proper 

protection system is in place to automatically isolate the 
faulty circuit or equipment.

• About 90% of insulation failure resulted in earth faults 
which are protected by incorporation of RCD (residual 
current device) or earth fault relays which have sensitive 
current settings. 



Concluding Remarks

• Various causes of electrical fire
• Electrical fires may be prevented by

– Good design and installation work
– Equipment fit for purpose and operating 

environment
– Proper O&M practices

• Comprehensive Electrical Audit by QP as a 
fire safety requirement
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